Introduction

Neurological disorders are associated with impaired motor function, including paresis, so-called extrapyramidal signs, such as spasticity and rigidity, and impaired sensorimotor control and movement conception. Physiotherapy and occupational therapy complement the medical treatment of neurological patients by helping patients on the behavioral level to overcome disease-related functional impairments. In the past, neurological patients with motor impairments were treated with therapies based on outdated concepts (Bobath, proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF)), inducing synergistic movement patterns with the help of therapeutic stimuli [1]. By contrast, the core element of modern, neuroscience-based treatment approaches is active, repetitive training of a defined movement or movement sequence. For this purpose, “isolated sensorimotor training” and “task-oriented training” are used [2–4]. According to experimental studies, these exercises can be supported by rhythmic acoustic stimulation [5], bilateral training [6] as well as motor imagery [7] and mirrored movement observation [8, 9]. With this approach, the restoration of motor skills after injuries to the nervous system is understood as a motor learning process based on the plasticity of the brain [10–12].

Neurological departments are dedicated to the diagnosis and management of acute neurological conditions, such as stroke and inflammatory diseases of the nervous system, e.g., multiple sclerosis and Guillain-Barré syndrome, as well as to providing in-patient care, including differential diagnostic assessments and specialized therapies, for patients with chronic neurodegenerative diseases, such as normal pressure hydrocephalus and Parkinson syndromes. During the hospital stay, the key element of patient management is pathogenesis-oriented drug or interventional therapy [13]. In addition, functional impairments resulting from neurological disease are treated with physiotherapy and occupational therapy according to their clinical impairments. While motor learning and the processes involved in postlesional plasticity of the brain are long-term in nature, the mean duration of a stay on a neurological ward in Germany is currently only 6 days [14]. Conse-
quently, the timeframe of hospitalization during which physiotherapy and occupational therapy can be administered and possibly show effect is very short.

Since physiotherapy and occupational therapy require significant staff resources, the health economic question arises whether these treatment modalities should still be offered in acute neurology. Furthermore, neurophysiologic and clinical studies have shown that the process of functional recovery, e.g., after ischemic stroke, can be very dynamic during the first few days, due to reperfusion, regression of secondary processes, such as disappearance of concomitant vasogenic cerebral edema, and perilesional molecular remodeling [11, 12]. Because of this so-called spontaneous recovery, it is difficult to quantify the effects of physiotherapy and occupational therapy. In contrast, it is undisputed that at later stages of the clinical course intensive physiotherapy and occupational therapy—as provided in rehabilitation facilities during stays of up to several weeks—do have a therapeutic effect [1–4]. From a clinical perspective, it is still necessary to quickly mobilize the neurological patients and help them to return to a state where they can live independently and are capable of participating in activities of daily living. In addition, it is necessary to comprehensively document improvements in patient status during recovery/deficit-oriented physiotherapy and occupational therapy as objectively as possible to ensure optimal communication at the interfaces of care, for example at the transition from acute neurology to a rehabilitation facility. In view of the above, the current discussion of validated/evidence-based treatment methods in neurorehabilitation shall be extended to acute neurology.

**Tasks of Physiotherapy and Occupational Therapy**

The tasks of physiotherapy and occupational therapy differ between the neurological diseases. In patients with stroke, the primary goal is restoration of compromised function. Here, the aim of physiotherapy is to mobilize bedridden patients using active range-of-motion exercises in bed. If possible, patients are mobilized to sitting position and ultimately to standing position (Fig. 1). Subsequently, the patients’ standing and walking abilities are trained with balance exercises. In addition, patients receive targeted training of fine motor skills. Here, occupational therapy exercises focus on the execution of activities relevant for daily living. Besides motor and sensory function, perception and cognition are trained with exercises focusing on the use of objects. Furthermore, multimodal active-assisted exercises help to prevent joint stiffness in limbs with restricted mobility. In bedridden patients, these exercises also help to prevent pneumonia and deep vein thrombosis. In patients with chronic neurological disease, by contrast, the goal is to record test-related or treatment-related improvements of a defined deficit, for example, improvements of gait associated with a “tap test” or treatment with dopaminergic medication in a patient with Parkinson’s disease.

A characteristic feature of physiotherapy and occupational therapy is that a neurological deficit has to be identified and recorded before treatment can be applied. Thus, it is essential to comprehensively record and clearly describe neurological deficits. Since motor function can only be determined during execution of movements, diagnosis and treatment very often make use of the same tasks. Since the therapists use their senses as measuring instruments, their respective level of experience is the basis for a differentiated diagnostic assessment and the choice of treatment. Thus, the therapist should support the patients in their movements as much as needed, but as little as possible, always strengthening the patients’ confidence, for example, in standing and walking.

Here, a special challenge—in particular in a treatment team—is to record deficits as objectively and clearly as possible. This is critical for patient monitoring as it allows to provide evidence of functional improvements. Recently, disease-specific, but also deficit-oriented metric scales have been developed for this purpose (Table 1). The reason for the multitude of scales described in the literature is the fact that different scales have been created for the various diseases and research questions. However, whether the existing scales measure/record objectively and plausibly comparable parameters is subject to controversy. Nevertheless, calls for making evidence-based guidelines the basis for treatment decisions to improve quality in healthcare continue to become more widespread [1, 15]. Guidelines offer healthcare professionals an opportunity to systematically apply scientific insights according to their evidence base [16–20]. Another aim is to record and improve the quality and efficiency of the work of healthcare professionals to increase transparency in clinical practice [17, 20, 21]. Furthermore, this approach is used to reduce variability in the services provided by healthcare professionals and, in doing so, justify the services provided to external stakeholders, such as funding agencies [15].

Examples of objective and valid methods to assess performance limitations due to functional impairments include the Tinetti test [22] and the DEMMI test [23]. These scales are designed to help record the extent to which the ability to stand and to walk has been restored in a patient after treatment. As the result of validation studies, these (and comparable) tests using semiquantitative metric scales (Table 1) have been published in recent years as a basis for national and international guidelines. For example, the German Society of Neurorehabilitation (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Neurorehabilitation, DGN) developed a clinical (S2e) guideline on the rehabilitation of mobility after stroke which describes target parameters [24]. With a similar intention, the Royal Dutch Physiotherapy Association (KNGF) created a guideline, supporting the use of outcome measures at defined time points and interventions with proven effectiveness and prognostic determinants in daily practice [25]. Key aspects of these guidelines include task-specific and setting-specific training scenarios in combination with treatment methods, such as Bobath, Affolter, Brunstrom or PNF [1, 25], which are still in widespread use, but based on outdated concepts. Even though it is unlikely that these guidelines can be fully applied to patient groups in an acute neurology setting, including stroke units, some insights and principles may well be used to quickly restore the original functional and performance status in patients even during a very short treatment episode, taking into account the patient’s general health status. To achieve this, however, it is necessary to first define treatment goals.
### 1. Existing information about patient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment/method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading of medical report, findings of medical physical examination, findings of other therapists, nursing care reports</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. First contact, medical history and examination findings

#### Assessment/method

- Glasgow Coma Scale [46]
- Likert scale with 3 items
- Moca test [47]
- Descriptive
- Descriptive
- Since when?
- Which and since when?

Medical history and recording of present complaints:
- What has happened? What impairments are present?
- Had the patient already experienced ADL problems/difficulties in walking prior to the event? Has the patient used aids?
- Does the patient have other relevant diseases or did he/she undergo surgery, resulting in functional impairments/impaired mobility?

#### First contact and formal assessment by therapist.

**First contact and formal assessment by therapist.**

**1. Existing information about patient**

- Assessment/method
- Reading of medical report, findings of medical physical examination, findings of other therapists, nursing care reports

**2. First contact, medical history and examination findings**

- Assessment/method
- Glasgow Coma Scale [46]
- Likert scale with 3 items
- Moca test [47]
- Descriptive
- Descriptive
- Since when?
- Which and since when?

Medical history and recording of present complaints:
- What has happened? What impairments are present?
- Had the patient already experienced ADL problems/difficulties in walking prior to the event? Has the patient used aids?
- Does the patient have other relevant diseases or did he/she undergo surgery, resulting in functional impairments/impaired mobility?

### 3. Differentiation of impairments

The information obtained so far determines the further examination.

#### 1a In case of intracerebral hemorrhage, decreased alertness or within 24 hours after thrombolysis, patients are examined in the lying position:

- Passive joint mobility and pain on movement
- Muscle tone

- Active/active-assistive movements
- Active joint mobility
- Finger fine motor skills, including finger-thumb opposition
- Ataxia/coodination
- Heel-to-knee-to-shin test, finger-to-nose test,
- Target movements: reaching/grasping

- Somatosensory system
- Touch, graphesthesia, temperature, pain
- Proprioception/position mirroring

### Range of Motion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of Motion yes/no = x°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pain VAS/NRS 0–10*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pain VAS/NRS 0–10*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tone MAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone MAS**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Visual analog-scale, numeric rating scale.
**MAS = modified Aswo rt scale [48]

### Impaired yes/no = x°

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impaired yes/no = x°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-point Likert scale → good/moderate/poor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3-point Likert scale → good/moderate/poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In acute neurology, physiotherapy and occupational therapy shall help patients to overcome their functional deficits as well as to record the improvement of impairments using suitable scales.

### Goals of Treatment

In the acute phase of a neurological disease, the treatment goals of physiotherapy and occupational therapy are defined by the severity of the functional deficit, while the disease-specific pathogenesis of the respective neurological disorder, which determines the medical management, is of secondary importance. The aim of physiotherapy and occupational therapy interventions is the ultimately complete restoration of the patient’s ability to live independently. Therefore, early goals, focusing on the fastest possible recovery from functional neurological deficits, are at the center of these interventions. The early treatment goals are directed on both physical mobility and arm-hand function addressing the individual needs of the patients (Fig. 1). Sequential subgoals are defined and then addressed successively in a diagnostic and at the same time therapeutic fashion in severely impaired or even bedridden patients who have the potential to be mobilized (Table 2). A number of tests with various semiquantitative metric scales have been developed and validated for clinical use to standardize and objectify diagnostic assessments and make these comparable, e.g., when following-up patients. Some basic, easy-to-use and validated tests to assess various aspects of body control in neurological patients are compiled in Table 1.

It should be noted in particular that, besides therapeutic instructions, the therapist’s verbal feedback is crucial for successful treatment. This applies to the complete course of treatment inter-
ventations, starting with mobilization in bed, mobilization at the edge of the bed, followed by mobilization to standing position, and finally ambulation. Examples for such measures, which can be varied among each other, are listed in ▶ Table 3. In addition, physiotherapy and occupational therapy interventions targeted at improving hand function should be started as early as possible to restore the patient’s ability to independently perform manual activities (▶ Fig. 1, ▶ Table 3). Occupational therapy focusses on planning, performing and perceiving activities of direct benefit to the patient, such as picking up the toothbrush, taking it to the mouth and performing oral hygiene. With patients understanding that these activities increase their autonomy and promote their independence, their intrinsic motivation to actively participate in the training is stronger. It should be noted, however, that patients with good practice or functional status prior to the start of the neurological disease recover their functional abilities faster and presumably achieve a better functional status compared to patients with no prior training.

On a stroke unit, impairments of consciousness, hemodynamic stability and cardiorespiratory reserve are important factors limiting patient mobilization out of bed [26]. In addition, it should be taken into account that mobilization of stroke patients, especially out of bed, is only included in the treatment options after blood pressure stabilization and exclusion of hemorrhage. For the management of patients in intensive care units and similarly stroke units, three key clinical domains for the treatment with physiotherapy and occupational therapy were identified in evidence-based recommendations: criteria to initiate physiotherapy treatment, clinical assessments of the various services provided and evidence for effectiveness of treatment [27]. Especially in patients severely affected by stroke, the following negative prognostic factors are predictive of severe functional impairments or even death: advanced age, female gender, atrial fibrillation, pre-stroke long-term nursing care, neuropsychological deficits, seizures, delirium or psychosis as well as pneumonia and tracheobronchitis [28].

### Table 1
Mobilization strategy for bedridden neurological patients, including patients on stroke-unit.

1. Verbal contact
2. Tactile contact
3. Active-assistive movements/passive movements
4. Arm function exercises
5. Mobilization to sitting on the edge of the bed
6. Mobilization to standing position in front of bed
7. Mobilization to walking
8. Balance exercises

Strategic pathway: → supine position → side position → sitting position → standing position → ambulation

Note:
1–4 for initial examination
3–8 serve both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes
5–8 In stroke patients with thrombolysis only after a hemorrhage has been ruled out and blood pressure control has been achieved

### Table 2
Goals of treatment.

1. **Mobility of the body**
   1.1. Independent change of position in bed; turning over, sliding back and forth
   1.2. Postural stability when sitting with and without support by feet on the floor
   1.3. Mobilization to stable standing position
   1.4. Mobilization from stable standing position to independent ambulation

2. **Manual abilities**
   2.1. Hand-object interaction (touching objects)
   2.2. Grasping objects
   2.3. Hand-mouth transfer
   2.4. Bimanual synergies (washing, spreading butter on bred, opening and closing can)
   2.5. Strengthening of shoulder-arm muscles

3. **Independence (recording with COPM [53])**
   3.1. Self-sufficiency
   3.2. Leisure activities
   3.3. Productivity

### Note
The goals of treatment are restoration of mobility and manual skills to enable the patient to live as independently as possible.

### Discussion
In neurology, physiotherapy and occupational therapy are key areas of patient management, complementing medical treatment. The goal of these therapies is to restore the ability in patients with neurological deficits to independently perform activities of daily living and to participate in social life. Physiotherapy and occupational therapy complement each other. It should be noted that in neurological practice, speech therapy and neuropsychology play an important role as they extend the range of possible treatments. Speech therapy focuses on improving speech comprehension and speech production and on assessing and safeguarding active swallowing. The disturbances of neuropsychological functions, such as memory, attention (neglect) and action planning (apraxia), are treated by dedicated cognitive training programs. However, in this communication physiotherapy and occupational therapy are emphasized.

In acute neurology, priority is given to mobilization of the patient in bed, mobilization to sitting at the edge of the bed, progression to transfer to standing position, and finally to ambulation. This is complemented by restoration of arm-hand function so that the patient regains the ability to grasp objects and bring food to his mouth. In patients with cerebral infarction, intracerebral hemorrhage or acute relapses of multiple sclerosis, deficits with sudden onset have to be overcome. In patients with neurodegenerative diseases, for example from the spectrum of parkinsonian disorders, the ability to execute movements has to be restored and increasing disability due to disease progression has to be prevented. These
1. **Verbal contact**
   - Speaking to the patient and improvement of alertness (opening eyes, verbal response)
   - Can the patient tell his/her name? Is the patient oriented to place, time and situation?
     - Assessment of comprehension and speech production
     - Assessment of orientation and cognitive state
     - Assessment of the patient’s mental status
     - What symptoms does the patient describe?

2. **Tactile contact**
   - Through touch the patient becomes relaxed and more confident; the muscles of the affected limb are stimulated for the subsequent movements.
     - Assessment of the somatosensory system (temperature, pressure, touch, pain, also graphesthesia and two-point tactile discrimination with 1 or 2 fingers),
     - Assessment of body awareness on the affected side (neglect) and directing the patient’s attention to the affected side.

3. **Active, active-assistive and passive movements (training against resistance)**
   - By the passive movement, the therapist obtains information about:
     - Muscle tone of the extremities (fast or slow movement of large joints, such as knee or elbow)
     - Mobility/range of motion of arms and legs
     - Pain on movement
     - Proprioception (mirroring with the healthy contralateral side)
     - Need of treatment for prevention or avoidance of contractures (joint contractures lead to functional impairments)
   - By active movements (initially on the healthy side), the therapist obtains information about:
     - Can the patient perform the movement tasks adequately?
     - Active-assistive range of motion in comparison to passive movements of arms and legs
     - Bed mobility (bridging; change of position, including longitudinal mobility)
     - Hand strength (vigor)
     - Abnormal movement pattern (spasticity, associated movements)
     - Pain report
     - Proprioception and coordination (moving the heel of one leg down from the knee along the lower leg)
   - Through movements against resistance the therapist obtains information about - the strength of the extremities
   - The treatment goal is that the bedridden patient can perform a change of position in bed with only little assistance or even independently.

4. **Arm function**
   - **Mobility**: Active testing of the mobility of arm, hand and fingers. Passive movements are unsuitable for the treatment of stroke patients as upon a lack of voluntary facilitation movements are not re-learned to be performed independently. Active-assistive exercises are necessary in high-grade paresis to avoid contractures, to maintain the existing range of motion, to increase blood flow, and to make the patient aware about the affected side. It is of particular importance that the patient can in addition to visual controlling the affected arm (focusing the patient’s attention onto the affected side) imagine the sequence of movements; this is known as multimodal, active-assistive therapy.
   - **Strength**: Through movement against resistance scaled relative to his remaining ability to exert force, the patient is to perform isotonic exercise movements
   - **Tone**: With respect to spastic hypertonia in the paralyzed extremities, it is important to treat the stroke patient as early as possible to entrain movements which counteract the spastic movement pattern.
   - **Pain**: Potential complications of a paralytic arm include autonomic dystrophy of the hand, subluxation of the arm due to lack of activity and supporting function of the shoulder muscles, and frozen shoulder due to loss of arm mobility
   - **Sensory function**: Touch (sharp, dull, area), temperature, pain, mirroring
   - **Coordination**: Finger-to-finger test, finger-to-nose test, diadochokinesis, twisting of the hands or fingers around each other
   - **Fine motor skills**: Individual finger movements, finger opposition movements

The goal is the independent performance of manual activities of daily living:
1. Lead the arm with an object to the mouth (food, cup, tablets)
2. Carry out personal hygiene (getting dressed, teeth brushing, visiting the bathroom)
3. Use of assistive devices (glasses, hearing aid, walker)
4. Use of everyday items (toiletries, cutlery, tubes or unscrew bottles, use of a mobile phone, wind up a watch, insert thread into needle)
5. **Mobilization of a bedridden patient to sitting at the edge of the bed**
   - The patient should via his/her healthy but also via his/her affected side (in a physiological sequence of motion → lateral position → supported lateral sitting → symmetrical sitting position) transfer from lying to sitting position. The therapist obtains information about:
     - Changes of position and posture the patient is able to perform independently
     - Stable, symmetrical sitting possible?
     - Postural control
     - The goal is that the patient can independently get up to sit on the edge of the bed.

   - No stable sitting possible: Without postural control, selective movements of the trunk and the extremities are not possible.
     - Facilitating of the symmetry of the body using exteroceptive (stroking, clapping shaking) and proprioceptive stimulation (pushing, supporting, weight shift)
     - Tactile stimulation of the affected side, e.g., stroking with folded hands along the shin of the affected side towards the ankle.
     - Using training against resistance at key points (pelvis and shoulder girdle, sternum, shoulder blades)
     - Facilitating active support on the affected side (e.g., hand-over exercises)
6. Mobilization of the patient to standing position in front of the bed

- Pre-requisite for standing up is stable sitting, even if it is not yet symmetrical. The patient is requested to stand up. The therapist obtains information about:
  - Can the patient stand up independently?
  - How much assistance is needed?
  - Where and what kind of problem does the patient experience?(objectively and subjectively)
  - How does the patient stand? (symmetrical, stable, secure, in balance, upright, knee and hips in extension etc.)
  - The goal is the independent transition from sitting in bed to a chair next to the bed.
  - Start with exercises in the standing world, then use playful elements (e.g., holding on to wall bars and transfer weight to the sides, weight bearing of the affected side)

1. The patient is unstable when standing:
   - What is the cause of the instability (strength, asymmetric tone, balance, anxiety, reduced knee stability, pain, other primary disease) ?
   - Information about the mobility of the swinging leg (quality of the movement, targeted movement pattern, ataxic movement pattern, holding on, movement in balance)
   - The patient shall touch the lower bar with one foot; in this way, the therapist obtains information about the stability in the supporting leg (involuntary bending or giving way of knee, co-contraction of antagonists?)
   - Goal: To give the patient a sense of security with the help of aids, such as a walker or by putting hands on key points (pelvis, shoulder girdle)

2. The patient is stable when standing:
   - How is the balance? (e.g., arm movements across the midline, swingingsmoothly in alternation, reaching far forward with the arms, cross-over movements, such as bringing hand and knee of the opposite sides together, toe stand, heel stand, one-leg stand possible?)
   - Narrowbased stand possible with open and closed eyes? Tandem stand possible with open and closed eyes?
   - Ataxia ? (one-leg stand, Romberg’s test, Unterberger’s stepping test)

Table 3 Continued.

- With good sitting stability:
  - Formal testing of strength and movement speed of the extremities
  - Strengthening exercises, if needed
  - Examination of fine motor skills (functional activities of daily routine such as grasping a cup, unscrewing lids, combing hairs etc.)
  - Instruction of the patient to perform targeted movement tasks (also movements across the midline, for instance, touching the fingertips of the therapist, placing)
  - Examination of coordination (cross-over movements, e.g., bring together hand and knee of the opposite sides, finger-to-nose test, finger-to-finger test)
  - Examination of apraxia by imitation and following instructions

7. Mobilization to walking

- If the patient is unsteady or has already used a walker, treatment is started with a walker. Assessed are:
  - Position of the body’s longitudinal axis
  - Paresis (e.g., foot drop)
  - Stride length (2-3 feet)
  - Base width
  - Weight-bearing time
  - Stability of the supporting leg? (knee stability, Duchenne gait, Trendelenburg gait)
  - Spastic leg movement with circumduction?
  - Supporting leg phase 60° and swinging leg phase 40° with heel contact of the free leg?
  - Arm swinging present (if the patient does not use a walker)
  - Gait speed (average is 110-120 steps /min)
  - Is it possible to increase the gait speed or does that lead to an unsteady gait?
  - The goal is the facilitation of the foot lift in the swinging leg phase and stabilization of the supporting leg phase

8. Balance exercises

- For testing the steadiness and balance during walking, examination of gait variations (tightrope walking gait, sideward steps, crossover steps, backwards gait, fast turns with change of direction) is used.
- According to the functional impairment of the patient, the problem will be addressed selectively and playfully (e.g., with a narrow-based gait, the patient should lift the leg over a rod or visible line to the side to such an extent that the other leg fits next to it.)
- The goal is a steady, independent, preferably physiological ambulation with and without carrying objects.
- If the patient has difficulties with stability when standing or to keepbalance while standing, he/she should hold on to the wall bars or to the handrails and should shift weight while standing to either side, the front and the back.
- The patient shall (e.g., 10x each) lift one leg or the legs alternately onto the lower bar (proprioreceptive input for the supporting leg and initiation foot lifting of the free leg)
- Alternately lifting the legs and walking on the spot as well as side-close steps
- The patient stands on one leg and moves the free leg back and forth (forth with heel contact and back with the tip of the foot) -> heel tip
- If the patient is standing in a stable posture (without holding on to anything), the arms can be used (swing exercise, targeted movement in different directions)
- Looking over the shoulder while standing
- Continuing with the exercises on the swing board, balance pad or uneven floor / mats

measures should already be initiated on the neurological ward during the few days of acute treatment and have to be continued and extended during the subsequent stay in a rehabilitation facility. There is good evidence that physical training should be integrated into the treatment plan of, for example, stroke patients as it contributes to successful secondary prevention with good survival chances [29]. Whether early mobilization after acute stroke improves the prognosis was evaluated in an international trial in which a trend indicative of a positive effect was found [30]. Further goals of treatment include moderate muscle activation, muscle development and reduced time spent in a sitting position as well as targeted secondary prevention of stroke [31].
To develop a suitable personalized set of exercises, therapists have to first identify which functional deficits are present in the patient and then tailor their exercises to these specific needs. This requires a differentiated examination covering all functional systems as known in clinical neurology. Similarly, the physiotherapist or occupational therapist performs a differentiated examination. In addition, therapists will evaluate whether their patients benefit from the treatment and whether their symptoms and functional impairments improve over the course of treatment. However, the description given a therapist is typically influenced by his/her expertise and not necessarily comparable with that of another therapist. Consequently, comparability of the examination method and documentation of findings is essential for the evaluation of changes in functional impairments along a time axis or across various patients. Against this background, various scales were designed to generate objective information about neurological functional impairments, especially in the field of neurorehabilitation. These semiquantitative scales serve the goal of standardizing examination findings to enable better comparisons of impairments between different patients within the treatment team, between different interventions and between different studies [32].

Surprisingly, a number of randomized multicenter trials failed to demonstrate relevant improvements with physiotherapeutic training methods [33, 34]. Likewise, physiotherapy and occupational therapy showed no positive effect on parameters of quality of life in patients with Parkinson’s disease [35]. The problem with large multicenter studies seems to be that in everyday clinical practice a number of factors, such as treatment approach, experience of the therapist team and changes in staff, lead to statistical noise which can conceal positive treatment effects [30]. By contrast, smaller monocentric studies demonstrated that the management of neurological patients does indeed benefit from the integration of specific training techniques [36]. For example, targeted training of hand extension did not only improve the trained function, but resulted in additional degrees of freedom for the hand which contributed to an overall improved hand function [2, 3]. It is also known that certain functions, such as speed of gait, benefit from the extent of a specific gait training [37, 38]. Thus, task-specific repetitive training seems to play a key role in physiotherapy, as it is similarly known from healthy persons learning new practical skills [10–12]. Moreover, game-like animations have been developed to increase patient motivation for participating in repetitive training aimed at improving the function of the affected extremities [39, 40]. In addition, occupational therapy aims at fostering patient participation. Therefore, the goals and consequently content of occupational therapy are directed at enabling the patient to live independently; with this treatment goal, the functional abilities of the affected extremity are improved.

Yet, there is an important pathophysiological aspect. Size and location of focal brain lesions, such as cerebral infarction, vary significantly between patients. Consequently, initial functional impairments observed in the acute phase after cerebral infarction and the dynamics of recovery may differ widely. The cerebral mechanisms of functional recovery are based on an interplay of various factors, including the extent of structural and functional recovery of the affected functional system, perilesional and interhemispheric plasticity and changes in cortical excitability [41, 42]. Thus, recovery from, for example, hand/arm paresis varies widely with regard to extent and speed, even between patients with similar structural lesions [43]. Because of this variability, effects in individual patients may be concealed in group statistical analyses. For example, a blinded, randomized clinical trial found that more than 6 months after cerebral infarction specific task-related training effects were rather small and statistically insignificant [34]. Possibly, single-case time series are better suited to identify treatment effects irrespective of the interindividual differences [44]. Nevertheless, the important question remains as to whether the scales currently in use can differentiate between recovery of function and compensation of deficits. As shown in Table 1, the aim should be to use validated methods to record standardized assessments and treatment follow-ups. For example, the DEMMI test for critically ill patients treated in intensive care units has proven to be a reliable instrument to assess mobility [45]. The test was developed when in the Netherlands evidence-based guidelines for critically ill patients were to be established. In order to achieve this, more than 129 relevant studies were prospectively evaluated in a meta-analysis and core criteria to be used as treatment criteria on intensive care units were identified. The insights derived from this type of research approaches should be applied to acute neurology and also validated. Here, the requirements should be that these tests are reliable, easy to use, quickly implemented and are valid. The therapist’s focus should remain on treating patients; the treatment time available for the individual patient must not be compromised by time-consuming documentation of highly diversified test procedures. Thus, the challenge is to define treatment goals in everyday clinical practice and to record noticeable treatment effects in a standardized and comprehensible way. This has the advantage that functional impairments can clearly be communicated between medical facilities. Ultimately, this approach serves the purpose of proving the medical need for physiotherapy and occupational therapy treatments to the funding authorities.

Conclusion for Clinical Practice
Physiotherapy and occupational therapy are integral part of neurology, supporting patients in overcoming disease-related functional impairments. Using functional scales, treatment progress can be communicated within a treatment team and between healthcare institutions.
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